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INTRODUCTION

AF

Preserve, maintain, manage, and restore
Jekyll Island’s natural communities and

species diversity while providing nature-

DR

based educational and recreational

opportunities for the general public.

The Committee identified four primary areas of focus.
These were:
1. preservation of biological communities and species
diversity,
2. restoration, maintenance, and management of the
island’s ecological processes,
3. nature-based tourism and recreation, and
4. environmental education.
Goals identified by the Committee included stewardship
of natural resources, the provision of high-quality naturebased recreational experiences, and the development
of a funding strategy for achieving conservation goals.
The strategy recognizes the importance of partners
in implementing conservation objectives, as well as
the assessment of public access, and other activities
that could impact natural habitats. The Committee
determined that data compiled under the framework of
Conservation Plan
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The conservation committee participated in the
development of an interim conservation plan that provides
useful natural resource information that is included in
Appendix A. Additional objectives beyond the scope
of this initial report were developed by the JIA and the
conservation committee, and AECOM was hired to
complete this additional study. The scope of work for the
creation of this conservation plan includes:

T

The Jekyll Island Authority (JIA) established a
Conservation Committee and tasked them with the
responsibility of developing a Plan for the long-term
conservation of natural resources on Jekyll Island. The
committee created an outline of the conservation strategy
in 2007, and updated this outline in December of 2009.
This Conservation Strategy included the following mission:

the NatureServe Ecological System should be used as a
baseline for implementing plans for resource protection.

#1

2.1 THE CONSERVATION
COMMITTEE

• compilation of existing data,
• mapping of natural systems using the NatureServe
database,
• site analyses to evaluate natural systems and their
existing conditions,
• facilitation of the plan through the conservation
committee,
• review of the plan through public workshops, and
• presentation of the plan to the JIA Board.
AECOM conducted this work with close communication
with the JIA project manager, Dr. Terry Norton, and in close
collaboration with JIA staff that served on the Conservation
Committee. Committee members included the following
professionals and organizations:
Terry Norton, JIA, Committee Chairman
Eric Garvey, JIA
Cliff Gawron, JIA
Jim Broadwell, JIA
Brad Winn, Georgia DNR
Gabe Gaddis, Georgia DNR
Scott Coleman, Little St. Simons Island
Stacia Hendricks, Little St. Simons Island
Tricia Reynolds, Coastal Regional commission
Beth Blalock, Georgia Conservancy
Christi Lambert, The Nature Conservancy

5

The Conservation Committee itself was an active
participant in the organization of this report, and the interim
review of each section of the Plan. The Committee met five
times from April 2010 through January 2011, and provided
valuable insight on coastal Georgia resource issues for
which they had broad and deep experience and expertise.

representatives of the public, Dr. Steve Newell and Mr. Al
Tate, served as reviewers of this report. Finally, the Jekyll
Island Authority (JIA) Board provided oversight to the
production of this document, and was updated on its status
in September, 2010 and January 2011.
The Plan consists of documentation of data compiled
on natural resources in Georgia through written text,
appendices, and references to websites where data on sea
turtle nests, bird banding stations, NatureServe research,
etc. is regularly updated. It also includes a new process
for assessing projects that could impact natural resources
called the Environmental Assessment Procedure. This
process will be included in the project review that is
currently conducted by the JIA for proposed developments,
along with the Master Plan, and design guidelines and
protocol for compliance with stormwater, beachfront
lighting and pet restrictions.
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The Plan uses NatureServe communities as a basis for
creating Desired Future Conditions, and defining six
Management Units for the Island. Objectives, Priorities,
and Short- and Long-term Actions are described for each
Management Unit, including the Golf Course and Urban
units. A number of management priorities will require
further research, and discussion with other experts.
These include the development of a comprehensive
beach management plan, and a plan for managing
nuisance and invasive wildlife populations. The Plan
includes recommendations for a consolidated approach
to environmental education, and new recreation trails and
facilities that can be used in conjunction with containing
wildfires.
The Plan is not static and new information collected by
natural resource agencies, the JIA, University researchers,
and volunteers will continue to provide insight into
conservation and management of natural resources on
the Island. It is expected that this Plan will evolve with this
additional information and experience, and will serve as a
conservation vision for the next 100 years.
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Preserve Jekyll Island’s natural resources while
providing nature-based opportunities for the public.
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2.2 DATA COMPILATION
AND COMPONENTS OF THE
PLAN
Because of the extent of existing data on natural systems
in the region, and on Jekyll Island in particular, this
investigation did not involve extensive fieldwork to compile
information on natural communities, land use, or the
dominant plants and animals found in coastal Georgia.
The Georgia Department of Natural Resources conducted
extensive work on Jekyll Island from 2007 – 2010, and we
were able to use the detailed, recent information that they
had collected as base maps for this Plan. Likewise, the
data compiled for the interim Conservation Plan was useful
in documenting species occurrence information that is
cited in appendices to this report.
Jekyll Island’s natural resources are treasured by local
residents, frequent guests, business owners, and
environmental activists concerned about the protection of
unique resources in coastal Georgia. As a consequence,
the public was invited to share their perspective
about conservation on the island in public meetings
held in October and December, 2010. In addition two
6
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ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

3.2 REGIONAL CONTEXT

Jekyll Island is located in Glynn County, the southernmost
county on the State of Georgia coast. The county is
hot and humid in the summer but the barrier island is
frequently cooled by sea breezes. Winters are cool, with
occasional brief cold spells. Rainfall is frequent throughout
the year; snowfall is rare. The USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service soil survey for Glynn County
Georgia identifies nine general soil map units, which are
grouped according to slope and landscape. Those that
occur on Jekyll Island include the Meggett, MandarinRutledge, Cainhoy-Mandarin-Pottsburg, Pelham-Sapelo,
Fripp-Duckston-Beaches, and Bohicket-Capers families of
soils. Specific mapping units that occur on Jekyll Island are
shown on Figure 1.

The Georgia Humanities Council in partnership with the
University of Georgia has created the Land and Resources
section of the new Georgia Encyclopedia. This online
resource provides a primer on the history, geology, and
ecology of Jekyll Island including Jekyll Island State
Park. This website includes a description of the ecology
of Georgia’s Lower Coastal Plain found at: http://www.
georgiaencyclopedia.org/nge/Article.jsp?id=h-2123. The
website illustrates the physiographic context of Jekyll
Island along the Georgia coast in association with Georgia
barrier islands from Tybee Island south to Cumberland
Island. Figure 2 provides an aerial of Jekyll Island including
natural features from the Altamaha River north of Little St.
Simons Island, south to include the Brunswick, Satilla, and
Cumberland Rivers just north of the Florida state line.
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3.1 CLIMATE AND SOILS

Vegetative communities transition over time on
historic dunes.
Conservation Plan
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FIGURE 1
SOILS
Legend
Project Area 5,847.2 acres

Soil and Description
BO Bohicket-Capers Association
Be Beaches
CaB Carnhoy Fine Sand, 0-5% slopes
FdD Fripp-Duckson Complex, 0-20% slopes

A

Ma Mandarin Fine Sand
Mb Mandarin-Urban Land Complex

#1

Me Meggett Fine Sandy Loam
Pe Pelham Loamy Sand
Po Pottsburg Sand
Ru Rutledge Fine Sand
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W Water
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REGIONAL
CONTEXT
Legend
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Project Area
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3.5 HISTORICAL LAND
USES
Schoettle (1996) provides a good description of the
historical uses of Jekyll Island that are relevant to its
ecology. He describes historical uses in specific time
frames that trace back to the Indians coastal Georgia first
documented on Sapelo Island up roughly 5800 years ago.
The British Colonial Period (1730 - 1780) affected island
ecology on a small scale since several hundred acres
of English rye and hops were planted on the island to
produce beer for the troops and residents on St. Simons
Island. It is likely that hundreds of live oak (Quercus
virginianus) trees were cut during the mid-1700s through
the mid-1800s, and hundreds of acres of Sea Island cotton
was planted on Pleistocene soils on Jekyll Island between
1780 in 1860. The purchase of the island by members
of the famous Jekyll Island Club may have protected the
island from further alterations between 1886 in 1947. As
a consequence, when the state bought the island and
committed to conservation of 65% of its area in 1947,
much of the island was in a natural state.
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3.4 ECOLOGICAL THREATS
AND PROBLEMS

Photo caption
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Taylor Schoettle created A Guide to a Georgia Barrier
Island (1996), and it features Jekyll Island along with St.
Simons and Sapelo islands. This book also provides a
summary of the geology and ecology of Jekyll Island. It
has some very specific notations about specific sites on
the island and provides a comprehensive description of
the ecology of various natural systems from the beach
and dunes systems, across salt marshes and freshwater
sloughs to maritime forests. Mr. Schoettle provides a
series of maps depicting tidal currents, rivers and inlets,
and barrier island profiles reflecting the time frame in
which Jekyll Island and other Georgia coastal islands were
created. The majority of Jekyll Island was created 35,000
to 40,000 years ago during the Pleistocene epoch. Small
portions of Jekyll Island were created in the Holocene
Epoch, and these portions of the island have “younger”
vegetation associations. Tidal flow, patterns of waves
and currents, and dynamic winds continue to affect soil
deposition and vegetation associations on the island. In
general, the northeastern portion of the island is affected
by erosive currents, and the southern portion of the island
is exposed to accretion and the formation of new dunes.

A

3.3 GEOLOGIC FRAME OF
REFERENCE

DR

The US Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, and others have created
management plans for many of the barrier islands on
Georgia’s Gulf Coast. The US Fish and Wildlife Service
has created a Draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan
and Environmental Assessment, for the Savannah coastal
refuge complex for several counties in Georgia and South
Carolina. This September, 2010 publication provides a
detailed depiction of the ecological context of these islands
that are similar to Jekyll Island, including an identification
of ecological threats and problems. These include the
effects of hydrological change from large industries
(especially pulp and paper and chemical industries);
maintenance dredging; deeper dredging that might affect
the freshwater aquifer; beach erosion; sea level rise; and
encroachment by exotic or invasive species such as Laurel
Wilt, invasive plants such as Chinese tallow and cogon
grass, and feral hogs. The report predicts temperature
increases of about 2°F in the summer and 3°F in the winter
and spring; the possibility of an increase in severe storms
such as hurricanes and summer thunderstorms; and sea
level rise of approximately 25” by 2100.
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VEGETATIVE COMMUNITIES

A

A list of plant species, including both common names used
in the overview and the corresponding scientific names are
included in Table ____. A detailed list of plant and wildlife
species observed on the island during the production of
the interim conservation plan is included as Appendix ___.

T

Extensive vegetation community and land cover mapping
has been conducted as part of previous management
planning efforts for the island and work conducted by the
Georgia Department of Natural Resources (GDNR). The
GDNR mapping efforts characterized the vegetation types
on the island using International Vegetation Classification
designations and associations documented by NatureServe
(www.natureserve.org). A total of 25 vegetation
communities and land covers were identified as part of
these mapping efforts, which are shown on Figure 3.

• Desired future conditions for the community that would
be obtained with appropriate management over a 100
year period.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
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The descriptions that follow provide a brief overview
of the predominant vegetation communities and land
uses found on the island. Vegetation communities with
similar structure and/or ecological characteristics, such
as forested wetlands and herbaceous wetlands, have
been grouped within these overviews. Several vegetation
communities with smaller areal extent or ruderal
characteristics were not included in this overview, but have
been described in previous efforts on the island (Appendix
____). Each of the following overviews includes:

• A brief description;
• Underlying soil types based on the mapping efforts
included in the USDA Soil Survey of Camden and Glynn
Counties, Georgia, 1980;
• Acreage and percentage that each vegetation
community/land cover occurs on within the island;
• Dominant plant species (by stratum if appropriate);
• Other common plant species found within the vegetation
type;
• A description of the current conditions of the structure,
diversity, hydrology, fuel loads, or other characteristic
relevant to defining management goals;
• Global ranking for rarity based on NatureServe
Conservation Status ranks;
• Threats to the integrity, function, and/or aesthetic of each
land use/vegetation community;
Conservation Plan
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FIGURE 3
VEGETATIVE COMMUNITIES
Legend
Project Area 5,847.2 acres
Land Cover
(Source: Georgia Department of Natural Resources)

12

Maritime Live Oak Hammock 560.55 ac

2

Dry Live Oak Hammock 414.90 ac

3

Southeastern Florida Maritime Hammock 80.28 ac

4

Cedar - Live Oak - Cabbage Palmetto Marsh Hammock 36.13 ac

5

South Atlantic Coastal Shell Midden Woodland 6.15 ac

6

Maritime Slash Pine Upland Flatwoods 557.14 ac

7

Loblolly Pine Woodland Alliance 4.68 ac

8

Sweetbay - Swampbay Saturated Forest Alliance 8.09 ac

9

Loblolly Bay Forest 16.48 ac

10

Tidal Hardwood Swamp Forest 17.11 ac

11

Red Maple - Swamp Blackgum Maritime
Swamp Forest 23.90 ac

12

Carolina Willow Seasonally
Flooded Woodland Alliance
6.09 ac

13

Atlantic Coast
Interdune Swale
69.95 ac

14

Live Oak - Yaupon - (Waxmyrtle) Shrubland Alliance 53.74
ac

15

Coastal Salt Shrub Thicket 53.99 ac

16

(Southern Blackberry, Southern Dewberry)
Shrubland Alliance 13.20 ac

17

Sea Oats Temperate Herbaceous Alliance
66.49 ac

18

Sand Cordgrass - (Saltmeadow Cordgrass) Tidal
Herbaceous Alliance 12.48 ac

19

Sand Cordgrass Seasonally Flooded Herbaceous
Allieance 7.33 ac

20

Broomsedge Bluestem Herbaceous Alliance 1.90 ac

21

Sawgrass Head 1.56 ac

22

Central Atlantic Coastal Plain Salt and Brackish Tidal
Marsh 1,756.52 ac

23

Beach 295.38 ac

24

Pond 2.88 ac

25

Urban/Developed 1,780.24 ac
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4.2 MARITIME LIVE OAK HAMMOCK (1)
Description
Mature upland forests of mixed, old-age canopy,
minimal midstory, and diverse understories ranging from
dense saw palmetto to open shrub layers with minimal
herbaceous plants.
Underlying Soils
Cainhoy fine sand, 0-5% slopes; Fripp-Duckston
complex, 0-20% slopes; Mandarin fine sand
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
561 acres

Threats
Aging canopy with limited canopy saplings;
heavy vine growth on some margins;
fuel loads that could expose some
areas to destructive fires, exotic species
infestations

Distribution of
Maritime Live
Oak Hammock
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Canopy/Sub Canopy Vegetation: live oak,
laurel oak, slash pine, red bay, cabbage palm
• Dominant Shrub Vegetation: saw palmetto,
beautyberry, sparkleberry, eastern redcedar, wax myrtle,
yaupon
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: slender woodoats,
foxtail, basketgrass, whip nutrush
• Other Common Vegetation: Blackberry, catbrier,
American holly, Spanish moss, witchgrass, switchcane,
resurrection fern, eastern gamagrass

#1
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9.6%

Current Conditions
Variable canopy characteristics and
understory conditions range from
mature canopies of pine and laurel
oak, with frequently high fuel loads
from leaf litter and saw palmetto, to mixed
canopies of live oak and pine over an open
shrub and groundcover layer. Areas with
saw palmetto exhibit other fire dependent/
resilient herbaceous and shrub species.
For most canopy areas, the canopy is
primarily mature with little multi-aged
saplings/young trees present.

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
Mature canopy with a diversity and structure that
includes multiple ages of native species, and minimal
fuel loads comprised of duff, herbaceous, and shrub
vegetation that reduce the potential for destructive,
uncontrolled fires

14
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4.3 DRY LIVE OAK HAMMOCK (2)
Description
Mature live oak forest with a dense shrub layer of saw
palmetto.
Underlying Soils
Fripp-Duckston complex, 0-20% slopes; Mandarin fine
sand; Meggett fine sandy loam; Pelham loamy sand

Threats
heavy vine growth on some margins; fuel
loads that could expose some areas to
destructive fires, exotic species infestations

7.1%

A

Acreage/Percent
of the Island
415 acres

Current Conditions
Multi-aged stands of live oak
dominate with the mature individuals
providing the characteristic look of
the community. Dense understory
vegetation almost exclusively saw
palmetto. Other species present, but
typically in widely scattered locations

#1

Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Canopy/Sub Canopy Vegetation: live oak
• Dominant Shrub Vegetation: saw palmetto
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: witchgrass, whip
nutrush
• Other Common Vegetation: Spanish moss, muscadine,
sparkleberry, eastern redcedar, red bay, catbrier, tough
bully, slender woodoats, resurrection fern, pigeonwings
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Distribution of
Dry Live Oak
Hammock

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
A closed-canopy, old-growth live oak forest with
abundant epiphytes, dense saw palmetto, and a mixture
of native herbaceous and woody native plants
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4.4 MARITIME SLASH PINE UPLAND
FLATWOODS (6)

Mandarin fine sand; Pelham loamy sand
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
557 acres

9.5%

Threats
Aging canopy with limited canopy
saplings; fire-dependent vegetation
as dominant or component vegetation
requires periodic fire; fuel loads (duff layer
thickness, standing vegetation fuel) could
expose portions of community to destructive
fires, exotic species infestations

Distribution of
Maritime Slash
Pine Upland
Flatwoods
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Canopy/Sub Canopy Vegetation: slash
pine, live oak, red/swamp bay, loblolly pine
• Dominant Shrub Vegetation: saw palmetto, wax myrtle,
eastern redcedar, yaupon, fetterbush
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: rockrose, silkgrass,
brackenfern, Virginia chainfern, stinging nettle, dune
prickly pear
• Other Common Vegetation: catbrier, Spanish moss,
witchgrass, switchcane, pricklypear, pigeonwings,
deerberry, sea oxeye, elephant’s foot, beautyberry, St.
Andrews cross, coral bean

A

Underlying Soils

Current Conditions
Pine dominates the canopy throughout
with scattered occurrences of live oak
and other canopy species. Understory
conditions range from dense saw
palmetto (less common) and yaupon to
more open shrub dominated areas with
herbaceous species present. Portions have
recently been burned, reducing fuel loads,
but much of this type exhibits high fuel
loads from leaf litter and saw palmetto. The
majority of the canopy south of Beachview
Drive is primarily mature with little multiaged saplings/young trees present. Canopy
north of Beachview Drive and scattered
areas within other areas exhibit multi-aged
stands of pine.

#1

Description
Mature upland forests of pine dominated, typically old-age
canopy, minimal midstory, and diverse understories.

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
A multi-age canopy comprised of pine, live oak, and
other native canopy species with a relatively open,
diverse herbaceous and shrub layer characterized by
low fuel loads that support occasional, low intensity fires

16
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4.5 LOBLOLLY BAY FOREST (9); TIDAL
HARDWOOD SWAMP FOREST (10); RED
MAPLE – SWAMP BLACKGUM MARITIME
SWAMP FOREST (11)
Description
Freshwater forested wetland systems with dense
canopies, open shrub and herbaceous layers.
Underlying Soils
Rutledge fine sand

A

1%

Threats
hydrology appears altered by regional
groundwater withdrawals; wetland exhibits
encroachment of vegetation that typically
occurs on the transition between wetland
and upland; canopy loss due to laurel wilt
fungus; sensitive to brackish/freshwater
input changes; exotic species infestations
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Canopy/Sub Canopy Vegetation: red
maple, loblolly bay, slash pine, dahoon holly, swamp
tupelo, swamp bay
• Dominant Shrub Vegetation: wax myrtle, swamp bay,
buttonbush, fetterbush
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: switchcane,
sedges, lizard’s tail, cinnamon fern, Virginia chainfern,
sand cordgrass, fleabane
• Other Common Vegetation: peppervine, plume grass,
muscadine, Spanish moss, Virginia creeper, hempweed,
slender woodoats, cabbage palm, bluestem, netted
chainfern, pennywort, blackberry

#1

Acreage/Percent
of the Island
57.5 acres

Current Conditions
encroachment of transitional vegetation,
death of wetland canopy species may
be indicative of hydrological alteration;
canopy composition changed by death of
bay trees from redbay ambrosia beetle/
laurel wilt fungus; herbaceous layer has
grown densely in portions that have open
canopies; large numbers of canopy trees
were down in loblolly bay forest and red
maple – swamp blackgum forest; golf
course channels and pond systems along
with regional groundwater changes may
be affecting hydrology; upper reaches of
systems have begun transition to upland
vegetation

Distribution of
Loblolly Bay
Forest; Tidal
Hardwood
Swamp Forest;
Red Maple
– Swamp
Blackgum
Maritime
Swamp Forest

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Note:

G4 (Loblolly Bay Forest); G3 (Tidal Hardwood Swamp Forest);
G2/G3 (Red Maple – Swamp Blackgum Maritime Swamp Forest)

Desired Future Conditions
Mature-canopy of native wetland species, with natural
(dynamic) hydroperiods that support a diversity of multiaged canopy species and appropriate understory and
herbaceous vegetation
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4.6 ATLANTIC COAST INTERDUNE SWALE
(13); LIVE OAK – YAUPON – (WAX-MYRTLE)
SHRUBLAND ALLIANCE (14)

Beaches
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
124 acres

2.1%

Threats
soil openings may lead to wind erosion;
sensitive to overwash of dunes if adjacent
dunes are altered; may be sensitive to
water discharges from adjacent lands if
water (fresh or brackish) is altered; early
successional areas may be sensitive to
recreation uses; exotic species infestations;
sea level rise from climate change may
alter vegetation composition and soils in
recently-established interdune swales
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Canopy/Sub Canopy Vegetation: scattered
live oak and cabbage palm
• Dominant Shrub Vegetation: wax myrtle, swamp/red
bay, eastern red cedar
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: needle rush,
saltmeadow cordgrass, bluestem, rush
• Other Common Vegetation: peppervine, tough bully,
groundsel, hercule’s club, plume grass, saw palmetto,
lantana, pigeonwings, butterfly pea, giant foxtail,
knotweed, rustweed, dune pricklypear, pricklypear,
ragweed

#1

Underlying Soils

A

Current Conditions
undulating landscape exhibits mosaic
of shrub/oak thickets on dry areas
and freshwater herbaceous marshes in
depressions; system exhibits high diversity
in herbaceous and shrub species on
an overall basis, although upland areas
can be low in vegetation cover; wetland
depressions range from diverse freshwater
systems to brackish needlerush flats, in part
due to successional status and distance
from the primary dune (measured from the
south)

Description
Mosaic of dune successional vegetation stages from
backdune swales to shrub thickets

Distribution of
Atlantic Coast
Interdune
Swale; Live
Oak – Yaupon
– (Wax-myrtle)
Shrubland
Alliance

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Note:

G3 (Atlantic Coast Interdune Swale);
G2/G3 (Live Oak-Yaupon-(Wax Myrtle) Shrubland Alliance)

Desired Future Conditions
A variety of seral stages ranging from herbaceous
interdune swales to mature live oak forests with salttolerant shrubs that are allowed to undergo natural
successional processes

18
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4.7 COASTAL SALT SHRUB THICKET (15)
Description
Open forest and shrubland with dense understory and salt
tolerant species
Underlying Soils
Bohickets-Capers Association (disposed dredged
material)
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
54 acres

Current Conditions
Community growing on dredge spoil
island; salt cedar (exotic) present;
early successional community that
exhibits some transitions to canopy
conditions (pine)
Threats
invasion and expansion of area occupied by
exotic species, succession to closed canopy
mixed pine and oak forest

#1
Distribution of
Coastal Salt
Shrub Thicket
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Canopy/Sub Canopy Vegetation: black
cherry, cabbage palm, slash pine
• Dominant Shrub Vegetation: wax myrtle, red cedar,
groundsel, marsh elder, yaupon, salt cedar, lantana
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: dune prickly pear,
sea oxeye, muscadine
• Other Common Vegetation: coral bean, trumpet vine,
tough bully, Virginia creeper, red/swamp bay, Spanish
moss

A

0.9%

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
Mixture of native pine and oak and salt-tolerant shrubs
that grade into the adjacent coastal marsh

Draft 11/22/10
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4.8 SEA OATS TEMPERATE
HERBACEOUS ALLIANCE (17)
Current Conditions
extensive natural primary dune in
southern portions of island; sea
oats restoration occurring in central
portion of island; variable degrees of
disturbance occur throughout island from
pedestrian traffic

Beaches
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
66 acres

1.1%

Distribution
of Sea Oats
Temperate
Herbaceous
Alliance
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: sea oats
• Other Common Vegetation: fleabane, butterfly pea,
pigeonwings, dune primrose, largeleaf pennywort,
sandspur, beach elder, salt meadow cordgrass,
railroad vine, beach croton, Russian thistle, fiddleleaf
morningglory, yucca

Threats
soil destabilization; vegetation loss; seaoats regeneration; highly sensitive to human
encroachment; wave erosion; vegetation
re-establishment within restoration areas,
exotic species infestations; sea-level rise
may impact sea oats communities at lowest
elevations of dunes

A

Underlying Soils

#1

Description
Primary dune dominated by sea-oats

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Note:

G3 (Atlantic Coast Interdune Swale);
G2/G3 (Live Oak-Yaupon-(Wax Myrtle) Shrubland Alliance)

Desired Future Conditions
Sea oats-dominated communities within a dynamic
environment characterized by wave action, impactful
storm events, persistent salt spray and moving sands

20
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4.9 SAND CORDGRASS – (SALT MEADOW
CORDGRASS) TIDAL HERBACEOUS
ALLIANCE (18), SAND CORDGRASS
SEASONALLY FLOODED HERBACEOUS
ALLIANCE (19), SAWGRASS HEAD (21)
Description
Freshwater herbaceous wetlands dominated by cordgrass
or sawgrass
Underlying Soils

0.4%

Threats
regional groundwater withdrawals;
encroachment of transitional and upland
vegetation; excavated pond near
landfill effects on surface hydrology of
sawgrass head; exotic species infestations;
sea-level rise may change salinity and
tidal movement in freshwater marshes
connected to coastal marsh
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Vegetation (Sand Cordgrass
Communities): sand cordgrass, wax myrtle, dogfennel,
frog bit, fleabane, rush, bluestem, blackberry, ragweed,
knotweed
• Dominant Vegetation (Sawgrass Head): sawgrass,
Carolina willow, buttonbush, swamp tupelo, thistle,
blackberry, dogfennel, peppervine, wax myrtle, cabbage
palm, lizard’s tail

#1

Acreage/Percent
of the Island
21 acres

A

Rutledge fine sand

Current Conditions
encroachment of transitional vegetation,
death of wetland shrubs/decrease in
area covered by wetland herbaceous
species may be indicative of hydrological
alteration; staining on willows indicate
periodic inundation for sawgrass head,
but inundation length is suspect; all three
communities appear to be transitioning to a
different, potentially non-wetland, vegetation
type

Distribution
of Cordgrass –
(Salt Meadow
Cordgrass)
Tidal
Herbaceous
Alliance, Sand
Cordgrass
Seasonally
Flooded
Herbaceous
Alliance,
Sawgrass Head

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
Freshwater marshes and/or prairies with appropriate
shrub growth that exhibit natural (dynamic) hydroperiods
and support a diversity of native understory and
herbaceous vegetation

Draft 11/22/10
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4.10 CENTRAL ATLANTIC COASTAL PLAIN SALT
AND BRACKISH TIDAL MARSH (22)

Bohicket – Capers Association
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
1,757 acres

30%

Threats
alteration in tidal flow patterns; new
freshwater inputs; incompatible recreation
uses; historical impoundments; existing
trail effects on hydrology; historical
channel dredge spoil deposition; exotic
species invasion including salt cedar on
margins and low islands; sea-level rise may
alter vegetation zonation from increased
salinity, and higher tidal reach

Distribution
of Central
Atlantic Coastal
Plain Salt and
Brackish Tidal
Marsh
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Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Vegetation (Marsh): smooth cordgrass,
glasswort, saltwort, salt grass, needle rush
• Dominant Vegetation (Marsh Border): sea oxeye,
eastern red cedar; groundsel, marsh elder; saltcedar;
cabbage palm, fleabane

A

Underlying Soils

Current Conditions
tidally influenced herbaceous systems
often coupled with tidal channels/
creeks; community type exhibits
multiple plant zones depending on
salinity/inundation regimes; plant zones
include creek levees, low and high marsh,
needle rush and shrub marsh borders,
saltpans with limited vegetation, and small
shrub islands; portions of the habitat
were impounded creating generally open
water bodies with variable salinity levels;
recreation trails occur on the margins
of portions of this habitat; sensitive to
brackish/freshwater input changes

#1

Description
Herbaceous dominated tidal marshes interspersed with
creeks and saltpans

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
Predominantly herbaceous communities characterized
by multiple plant zones consistent with variable salinity
and inundation from tidal fluctuations, dissected by
natural creek channels
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4.11 BEACH (23)

Beaches
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
295 acres

5%

Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Herbaceous Vegetation: limited to no
vegetation
• Species Occurrences: salt meadow cordgrass, railroad
vine, beach croton, Russian thistle, yucca

Threats
tidally influenced; requires unhindered
longshore currents to naturally replenish
sand; natural process of accretion and
erosion may conflict with aesthetic or
recreation desires for beach; sea-level
rise will likely impact this community and
may make it difficult for decision-makers
to allow natural processes to run their
course

A

Underlying Soils

Current Conditions
extensive natural primary dune in
southern portions of island; sea
oats restoration occurring in central
portion of island; variable degrees of
disturbance occur throughout island from
pedestrian traffic; Driftwood Beach and
northeast portion of island exhibit reduction
in width of beach due to erosion forces

#1

Description
Open sand beaches including the intertidal and upper
beach
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Distribution of
Beach

Global Rarity Ranking

G1

G2

G3

G4

G5

Critically
Imperiled

Imperiled

Vulnerable

Apparently
Secure

Secure

Desired Future Conditions
Sand beaches constantly changing with tidal influences
with scattered vegetation tolerant of high salinity,
dynamic winds and moving sands free of infrastructure
intended to avert natural processes of accretion and
erosion

Draft 11/22/10
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4.12 URBAN/DEVELOPED (25)

Carnhoy fine sand, 0-5% slopes; Fripp-Duckson
complex, 0-20% slopes; Mandarin fine sand; MandarinUrban land complex; Rutledge fine sand
Acreage/Percent
of the Island
1,780 acres

30%

Dominant Vegetation
• Dominant Vegetation: lawns; live oak, laurel oak, slash
pine, landscape plantings

A

Underlying Soils

Current Conditions
land use category includes lands
currently used for residential uses,
commercial and recreational elements,
the Jekyll Island Club, and supporting
infrastructure; developed areas typically
include buildings, roads, lawns, and/or
scattered landscape plantings; natural
vegetation communities occur throughout
land use type, including forested areas
within the golf course, early successional
dune communities within vacant lots,
canopy tree structure on lots; exotic species
such as tallow have been planted on some
residential lots; roadways and trails cross
wetland systems to provide access into the
island

#1

Description
Residential, commercial, golf course, and infrastructure
portions of the island; includes open space for lawns,
parks, and forested areas

Threats
Not Applicable
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Distribution
of Urban/
Developed

Global Rarity Ranking
Not Applicable

Desired Future Conditions
Residential, commercial, and recreational uses with
low-maintenance landscapes of native and non-invasive
vegetation, effective stormwater infrastructure, and
occupants that embrace natural resource protection on
the island
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RESOURCE-BASED RECREATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Based on these goals and objectives, an understanding
of the Island’s existing resource-based recreation, and a
review of the Island’s marketing brochures as they relate to
recreation, the following Recreation Vision Statement was
created:

T

1. Objective A: Provide well-planned public access to
natural areas of interest in a manner that:

A

One of the goals from the Conservation Strategy relates
to recreation on the island with the mission of providing
a high quality, nature-based recreational experience and
environmental education for the general public. It has the
following objectives and proposed actions:

2. Objective B: Develop educational programming
and materials to promote stewardship of priority
communities

#1

5.1 INTRODUCTION
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• Protects specific natural resources and habitat
integrity
• Protects the Island’s sensitive areas and wildlife
• Provides a quality natural history educational
experience that integrates the island’s natural
communities
• Increases visitor enjoyment
• Brands Jekyll Island as a premier nature-based
coastal recreational destination

There are several actions that are ongoing with respect to
these objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Improve and expand hiking/walking and biking trails
Improve canoe and kayak access
Manage Ski Rixen Pond for saltwater fishing
Provide non-intrusive animal/bird viewing stations
Improve interpretive signage

Conservation Plan
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“Resource-based recreation on
Jekyll Island is characterized by an
interconnected network of trails and
open spaces that complement, enhance,
and provide access to the island’s unique
and diverse natural resources, without
causing unacceptable, direct or indirect
impacts to those resources.”

For the purposes of this Plan, resource-based recreation
is defined as passive recreational activities with natural,
historic, or cultural resource as their main attractor.
Facilities for this type of recreation are located within
or adjacent to the resource and provide access to and
interpretation of the resource. This Plan did not include an
inventory or analysis of active and/or non-resource based
recreation, such as water parks, amusement parks, or
shopping areas, and activities focused on solely on the
active recreational activity such as sports-based recreation
like soccer, tennis, golf, and mini-golf.

25

Existing recreation facilities offer access to numerous
resources and environmental education opportunities on
the island, including:
• Diverse natural communities ranging from beach and
dune systems to estuarine and marsh edges, upland oak
and pine forests, and inland ponds and wetlands
• Environmental education facilities including Tidelands
Nature Center and The Georgia Sea Turtle Center
• Historic/Cultural sites
• Fishing piers, marinas, 4-H Club Camp, golf courses,
and the tennis center.

T
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5.2 INVENTORY AND
ANALYSIS OF EXISTING
FACILITIES

Numerous resource-based recreation activities are
currently offered on Jekyll Island (Figure 5) Previous
research by Cabin Bluff Land Management lists the
following activities that ‘…either provide or significantly
promote major nature-related activities on Jekyll Island’:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
26

Multi-purpose trails
Equestrian trails
Picnic areas
Campgrounds
Beach Access
Lake Access
Fishing Piers
Marinas
Boat ramps
Historic and Cultural Features
Environmental Education Centers

#1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A

The island’s existing overall resource-based recreation
system is well used and well designed. The
interconnected network of loop trails, numerous access
points and picnic areas, and wide variety of recreation
types create a successful recreational system that
provides users of all ages and skill levels access to
island’s unique natural and historic resources. Existing
resource-based recreation facilities include:

Existing environmental education opportunities on Jekyll
Island consist of exhibits and tours offered at Georgia
Sea Turtle Center, Tidelands Nature Preserve, and the
4-H Center of Jekyll Island. Numerous vendors also
offer opportunities for exploring marsh areas and wildlife
viewing (primarily birding and dolphins) via kayak or boat
tours. Most of these tours originate at the public boat
launch or marinas.

Wildlife Watching
Organized Tour
Bird Watching
Beach Access
Boating
Kids Nature Events
Naturalist
Bicycling
Fishing
Outdoor Education
Kayaking
Horseback or Carriage Riding
Camping

Draft 11/22/10
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FIGURE 5
EXISTING AND PROPOSED
RECREATION TRAILS
Legend
Existing Paved Trail
Proposed Paved Trail
Proposed Unpaved/Stabilized Trail
Existing Equestrian Trail
Project Area
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A

Points of Interest

Conservation Plan
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5.3 ADDITIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
NEW RESOURCE-BASED
RECREATION:

2. Addition of unpaved trails - The interim conservation
plan research identified the opportunity to develop
unpaved hiking trails along existing unimproved
roadways or as new trail loops. These trails could
be located such that they can provide maintenance
access and serve as fire breaks associated with
natural resource management actions on the island.
Proposed new unpaved trails could include:

The existing resource-based recreation system provides
a wide variety of recreation opportunities throughout the
island. Although the existing system is successful overall,
there are several opportunities that would benefit from new
resource-based amenities. These additions could expand
the benefits of existing facilities while minimizing natural
resource impacts or contributing to other management
goals for the resources they are serving. Consistent with
this plan, all of these proposed additions to the recreation
system should go through the EAP review to assure the
appropriateness and design aspects that would avoid/
minimize natural resource impacts. New resource-based
recreation opportunities include (Figure 5):
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• An east-west connector trail originating at the
existing multi-purpose trail near Villas By The Sea,
continuing to the northwest through the existing
forest, and terminating at an existing walk stem at
the Horton House homestead
• A north-south connector trail from the new connector
trail, #1 above, that would provide lake access
and continue south through the existing forest
to eventually connect back to the western multipurpose trail near residential areas
• Another east-west connector trail originating midway between residential areas located to the north
of the golf courses and connecting to the trail of #2,
above
• Another north-south connector trail originating near
northern residential areas located north of the golf
courses, crossing the trail mentioned in #3, above,
and connecting to southern areas of the residential
areas located north of the airport

1. Addition of paved, multi-purpose trails - interim
conservation plan identified several new connections
within the existing trail network that would complete
loops around the southern portion of the island, or take
advantage of existing roads and trails in the northern
portion of the island:

Photo caption

• Connector trail from tennis center to historic district
• Connector trail from south of Summer Waves Water
Park to the edge of Jekyll Creek south of the boat
launch
• Connector trail from the existing southwestern
terminus of the multipurpose trail to Jekyll Creek and
then south to St. Andrews Picnic Area
• Trail link to connect the existing eastern and western
multi-purpose trails located in the southern area of
the island. The short trail link is proposed near the
location of the Hampton Inn.
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5.4 OPPORTUNITIES
FOR COORDINATING
AND EXPANDING
ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION:

A

Existing and expected funding
Existing and expected staffing and facilities
Target audiences
Lessons learned from each group’s historical
experiences
• Gaps in programs offered
• New topics that should be, but are not currently
addressed by existing programs, e.g. climate change
• Ways to use volunteers, and how to involve the
residents of the island in the program

Conservation Plan
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•
•
•
•
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1. For each participating group, identify the facilities,
programs, and services already in place
2. Discuss each group’s objectives, audiences,
schedules
3. Determine the gaps and redundancies in programs
and people touched by the education coalition on
Jekyll, and
4. Create a vision for education where Jekyll Island
is used as a platform to educate the public about
conservation of natural resources on barrier islands
and beyond. Include all three entities, along with other
programs where there may be synergy. Refer to the
objectives of the 2009 Conservation Plan outline for
the overall objectives for conservation on the island.
Consider the following:

Photo caption

#1

Through discussions at Conservation Committee
meetings, and based on input from the public, it became
apparent that coordination of educational programs on the
island needed special focus. Dr. Terry Norton agreed to
engage with environmental educators on the island and in
the region and form a Jekyll Island Education Committee.
Initially, the Committee’s objectives would be:

Draft 11/22/10
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06

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE (EAP)

#1

A

southern portion of the island. Other potential projects
could have less dramatic impacts at the outset, but
over time they could cause an impact to a broad array
of natural resources, and therefore be inconsistent with
conservation objectives on the island. For this analysis,
“landscape-scale” means those activities that could have
environmental effects across the island.
At the landscape-scale, proposed activities on Jekyll Island
must have no impacts to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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All proposed projects that have the potential to affect
natural systems must undergo a review to determine
whether the project is appropriate for Jekyll Island. This
process is begun through a review of consistency with
the Jekyll Island Master Plan by the Jekyll Island project
review team. After this initial review, an assessment
of the potential for impacts to natural resources must
be conducted through the Environmental Assessment
Procedure (EAP). This assessment is expected to
determine whether, in addition to the Master Plan
review, there are any expected environmental impacts
to landscape-level variables that would result in a
modification or rejection of the proposed project due to
inconsistencies with objectives for conservation on the
Island. For projects that have none of these “fatal flaws”,
the local/site scale evaluation is expected to identify
specific design elements required for approval of the
proposed project. This assessment will be conducted by
the Jekyll Island Authority with input from a Conservation
Specialist, and oversight from the Conservation
Committee. The EAP review process is proposed as
a new Ordinance for Jekyll Island that will provide the
mechanism for review of proposed activities that could
have an impact to natural resources on Jekyll Island. A
determination of the appropriateness of this Ordinance
should be completed within six months of approval of the
Conservation Plan. If determined to be appropriate, this
Ordinance should be completed and approved within one
year of the approval of the Conservation Plan.

6.1 LANDSCAPE-SCALE
IMPACTS
The landscape-scale evaluation is intended to assess
potential impacts from projects that could have farreaching effects on natural resources on the island. An
example of a project with unacceptable landscape scale
impacts could be a proposal for a new regional airport
across the live oak hammocks and tidal marshes in the
30

Sweeping fire patterns
Genetic flow across the island
Wildlife movement patterns
Beach dynamics
River, marsh, or marine hydraulics
Population viability of native plants and animals

6.2 LOCAL/SITE SCALE
IMPACTS
The review of local/site scale parameters is intended to
assess potential environmental impacts that may have
influence on one or more ecological communities in the
vicinity of the proposed project. Potential design changes
or alternative locations for proposed projects that could
cause significant local/site scale natural resource impacts
must be considered. The EAP review will likely result in
specific design recommendations that may be required for
project approval. An example of a local scale impact could
be one in which changes in wetland hydrology could, over
time, impact wetland function in an adjacent swamp. Site
scale impacts could result in loss of native vegetation, or
the growth of exotic species that could reduce biological
diversity near the proposed project. The potential for
incremental impacts or secondary impacts that could
ensue from proposed activities must be considered.

Draft 11/22/10
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6.3 OTHER RELEVANT
ORDINANCES
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• Natural resource management activities
• Natural hydrology and existing drainage basins
• Water quality, with particular consideration of nutrients in
receiving waters
• Protected species habitat
• The structure, composition and abundance of native
plant and animal species
• Light/shade patterns
• Ambient noise conditions
• Water quality
• Wetland function and extent
• Local movements of wildlife
• The acreage or functions, including plants and animal
assemblages of Special Protected Areas* (SPA) (Figure
6) as defined in the Conservation Plan.

Approved activities in buffers must not affect the functions
of the natural system. Resource-based recreation and
environmental education are presumed to be appropriate
within buffers, so long as design elements to minimize
disturbance are implemented.

#1

At the local/site scale, proposed activities on Jekyll Island
must avoid and minimize impacts to:

A

Photo caption

*Special Protected Areas include:
•
•
•
•
•

Georgia DNR-designated Priority Communities
The remaining coastal and freshwater wetland systems
Critical Habitat for wintering piping plovers
The Beach community association
Appropriate buffers to these communities**

Several other Ordinances are currently in place that should
be considered in this EAP. These Ordinances have their
own specific requirements that must be adhered to, and
they may also inform the EAP review. Each Ordinance
may provide specific measures to avoid and minimize
environmental impacts. Existing Ordinances that are
relevant to the EAP review include the:
• Beach Lighting Ordinance
• Landscape Design Guidelines
• Pet Ordinance

**Buffers will be established for SPAs in order to protect
natural communities from the secondary impacts
associated with development. These buffers will be defined
on a case by case basis with input from a Conservation
Specialist to the Jekyll Island Authority project review
team. Buffers will be defined, based upon:
•
•
•
•
•

The vulnerability of the particular SPA
The potential for introduction of invasive exotic species
The potential for hydrological impact
The potential for introduction of sediments/pollution
The potential for disturbance/impacts to wildlife

Conservation Plan
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FIGURE 6
SPECIAL PROTECTION AREAS

Legend
Project Area - 5,847.2 acres
Georgia DNR - Designated Priority Communities
348 acres (6.0%)
Freshwater and Coastal Marshes
1,781 acres (30.4%)
The Beach Community
295 acres (5%)
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Critical Habitat for Wintering Piping Plover
18 acres (0.3%)
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07

MANAGEMENT PLAN

A

1. Restore and maintain natural beach and dune systems
along the eastern shore
2. Prevent devastating fires
3. Implement prescribed fires
4. Buffer Special Protection Areas
5. Improve tidal and freshwater wetland hydrology
6. Control invasive exotics
7. Monitor natural systems
8. Manage access to natural areas
9. “Green” the golf course
10. Implement guidelines within developed areas to
protect natural areas
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General Desired Future Conditions
Desired future conditions for each vegetation community
and land use on the island were identified to provide
a vision for the ecological structure, diversity, physical
condition, and aesthetic over an extended timeframe
(>50 years). Many of the vegetation communities share
common elements within their specific desired future
conditions that provide broader guidance on desired
future conditions for overall natural resources within the
island that can be effected through the implementation
of management practices. The overall desired future
conditions for natural resources on the island consist of the
following:

island. These objectives serve as a first-order test for
confirming adaptive approaches to the management plan.
Management objectives for the island include:

#1

INTRODUCTION
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• Mature canopy conditions in forested systems that still
allow for regeneration of canopy species
• Minimal fuel loads provided by duff and herbaceous/
shrub vegetation to minimize potential for destructive,
uncontrolled fires
• Appropriate shrub/herbaceous layer diversity depending
on canopy density
• Wetlands and coastal creeks exhibiting natural and
dynamic hydroperiods sufficient to support a diversity
wetland dependent species
• Multiple seral stages resulting from successional
processes in dune/swale barrier island development
• Appropriate plant zonation present based on salinity,
tidal fluctuation inundation levels, storm events, and
dune/beach dynamics
• Residential, commercial, and recreational uses with
low-maintenance landscapes of native and non-invasive
vegetation, effective stormwater infrastructure, and
occupants that embrace natural resource protection on
the island
Management Objectives
Overall management objectives provide the overarching
framework for implementing management actions on the
Conservation Plan
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Management Units
The island has been divided into six units comprised
of vegetation communities and land uses that exhibit
similarities in location, management requirements or
constraints, or ecological function (Figure 7). These six
units are comprised of the following:
1. Beach – this unit is comprised of beach, primary dune,
and early successional back dune/swale systems;
2. Dry Hammock – This unit is comprised of the naturally
vegetated forested systems in the southern third of the
island;
3. Coastal Marsh – This unit is comprised of salt
marshes, coastal creeks, and small forested islands;
4. Upland Forest – This unit is comprised of pine and
oak forests of the northern third of the island along
with pockets of forested freshwater wetlands;
5. Golf Course – This urban unit is comprised of the golf
course, forested systems within the golf course, and
the adjacent forested, freshwater wetlands.
6. Urban/Parks – This urban unit is comprised of
residential, commercial, Jekyll Island Club, and park
land uses along with altered natural systems.
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FIGURE 7
MANAGEMENT UNITS

Legend
Project Area 5,847.2 acres
Management Units
Beach 475.2 acres
Dry Hammock 368.4 acres
Coastal Marsh 1,890.0 acres
Upland Forest 1,067.1 acres

A

Golf Course 932.4 acres

#1

Urban/Park 898.3 acres
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Roads 215.8 acres
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The descriptions that follow provide additional information
about the vegetation communities and land uses found
within each management unit, as well as the types of
ecological and physical characteristics that provide the
context for management recommendations. Management
tools that are potentially relevant to management actions
within the unit are noted. Specific management priorities
are described that are to capture the unique edaphic
setting, location, and vegetation communities found within
the unit. Lastly, initial actions and extended actions that
implement the priorities are provided for each unit.

Although each management unit includes a set of
specifically-tailored management actions, a number of
comprehensive management actions have been identified
that are applicable to all units on the island. The following
are short-term and long-term management actions that
apply to all management units.

Comprehensive Initial Actions

Comprehensive Extended Actions

• Establish/enhance a GIS database for recent fires to
capture the date and area burned

• Incorporate management actions that will encourage
and enhance the viability of Priority Species from the
Georgia State Wildlife Action Plan

• Establish a qualitative monitoring program to identify
the locations and extent occupied of invasive exotic
species on the island

T

• Prepare a central database of monitoring activities
currently ongoing on the island

AF

• Further evaluate regional and local sources of
impact to groundwater, and consider these factors in
managing freshwater wetlands

DR

• Establish a database of potential opportunities for
ecological restoration of disturbed habitats
• Define the process for the Environmental
Assessment Procedure review

Conservation Plan
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A

• Create and implement a comprehensive fire
management plan for the island that addresses fire
suppression, prescribed fire locations, desired timing
and seasonality of prescribed fire

#1

• Within 1 year of approval of this conservation plan,
establish a working group to identify wildlife control
measures to maintain healthy populations of desired
wildlife species and to manage white-tailed deer,
raccoon, and other, potentially-occurring feral/
nuisance wildlife species on the island

• Implement wildlife control measures identified by the
working group to manage deer and feral/nuisance
wildlife on the island

• Eliminate invasive exotic species and continue to
monitor re-infestation
• Develop and implement a qualitative and/or
quantitative monitoring plan on a regular basis for
the natural resources of the island that includes
metrics for issues such as fuel load, exotic and
invasive species occurrences, wetland hydrology,
erosion and/or human disturbance to dunes, and
vegetation structure and diversity (through photos,
vegetation plots, canopy tree diameter-at-breastheight studies, etc.).
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MANAGEMENT UNIT #1
BEACH

• Erosion and Accretion – Longshore currents generally
erode sands at the northern end of the island and
deposit soils/sands at the southern end of the island
• Wind – on-shore breezes contribute significantly to the
formation of primary dunes adjacent to the open beach
and can cause wind erosion in areas damaged by land
uses

AF

T

• Salt spray – Salt spray from wave action generated
during both general sea conditions and periodic storms
affect the soil conditions, plant physiognomy, and
community diversity of all systems within the unit

2. Conduct an Environmental Assessment
Procedure (EAP) review to evaluate
new crossings
3. Minimize soil disturbances in dunes,
interdune swales, and successional
vegetation communities along the
youngest dune systems across the
island
4. Maintain or enhance existing hydrology
of wetlands
5. Protect beach-obligate birds and sea
turtle nesting habitat
6. Prepare for an increase in dynamic
storm events/sea-level rise through
native plant re-vegetation, beach
renourishment, and conservation of
buffers

DR

• Inundation – The types (freshwater vs. brackish vs.
salt water) of water inputs, depths of inundation, and
duration of inundation have significant influence on plant
diversity and density in the back dune systems

1. Manage and maintain beaches to
address erosion, re-nourishment, and
future sea-level rises

A

Ecological and Physical Influeneces
The vegetation types within this unit are significantly
affected by several common ecological and physical
factors, including:

Management Priorities

#1

Represented Communities
This unit occurs primarily in the eastern half of the island
and mostly includes the Beach and Sea Oats Temperate
Herbaceous Alliance vegetative communities. However,
the successional seral stages of beach systems in the
southern end of the island are also included in this
management unit, including the Atlantic Coast Interdune
Swale and Live Oak – Yaupon – (Wax-myrtle) Shrubland
Alliance communities.
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A

• Within 6 months of approval of the Conservation Plan,
establish a beach management Working Group that
will develop a comprehensive beach management
plan for the island. This Group will provide a plan
and timeline to have a natural dune system as the
first order of beach protection from storm events and
systematic erosion across the island. The Group will
consider impacts from human traffic/recreational use
and long-term effects of sea-level rise, and provide a
beach stabilization/renourishment decision matrix for
the island.

#1

• Develop a GIS database to document areas in which
soil disturbance has occurred that has the potential
to destabilize beach, dune, or swale conditions and
identify potential restoration, enhancement, or other
rehabilitation procedures

AF

Extended

T

• Develop/update tracking tools for beach-obligate birds
and sea turtle nesting habitat for long-term monitoring
efforts

• Implement the comprehensive beach management
plan

Legend
Beach
475.2 acres

DR

• Evaluate proposed new dune crossings with the EAP
• Implement rehabilitation/restoration activities for
identified erosion areas
• Continue to implement sea turtle nesting habitat and
beach-obligate bird protection measures

Draft 11/22/10
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MANAGEMENT UNIT #2
DRY HAMMOCK

•
•
•
•

Maritime Slash Pine Upland Flatwoods
Carolina Willow Seasonally Flooded Woodland Alliance
Red Maple – Swamp Blackgum Maritime Swamp Forest
Coastal Salt Shrub Thicket
(Southern Blackberry, Southern Dewberry) Shrubland
Alliance
Sand Cordgrass – (Saltmeadow Cordgrass) Tidal
Herbaceous Alliance
Sand Cordgrass Seasonally Flooded Herbaceous
Alliance
Broomsedge Bluestem Herbaceous Alliance
Central Atlantic Coastal Plain Salt and Brackish Tidal
Marshes

2. Monitor/control fuel loads, especially in
pine dominated areas, and minimize or
eliminate fire
3. Allow/prescribe fire in herbaceous/shrub
wetlands
4. Incorporate the trail network as part of
fire control features
5. Allow hiking and biking in uplands and
limit or control recreation in wetlands
6. Maintain wetlands in an existing or
improved condition

AF

T

Ecological and Physical Influences
This unit occurs in a relatively narrow strip in the southcentral portion of the island. Although comprised of a
number of different habitat types, the dominant Dry Live
Oak Hammock provides the matrix for the establishment
of management requirements for the unit. Ecological,
physical, and aesthetic influences for this unit include:

1. Sustain native canopy diversity and age
distribution

A

•
•
•
•
•

Management Priorities

#1

Represented Communities
This unit occurs in the southern third of the island and
is comprised primarily of the Dry Live Oak Hammock
vegetative community. Additional small scale vegetation
communities surrounded by the dry live oak hammock are
also included in this unit, including:

• Fire – Whether prescribed or wild, fire would affect
canopy composition, age structure, and aesthetic due to
fuel loads

DR

• Canopy Regeneration – The (extremely slow) process
of regenerating canopy species sustains the forest
structure

• Hydrological Alteration – Wetlands within the unit have
been affected by regional groundwater alterations and/or
alterations to surface water flows
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Actions
Initial

#1

A

• Establish sub-units based on roads, natural features,
and trails to use for control features in the event of
a wildfire see (Figure 8), while allowing fire to occur
across ecotone and vegetation community boundaries
if it does occur
• Maintain and/or refurbish fire control lines along sub-u
nit boundaries other than paved roadways, especially
in areas adjacent to residential and/or commercial land
uses
• Establish a hydrological monitoring program for
wetlands within the unit
• Establish a fuel-load monitoring program to identify
areas that will require mechanical fuel reduction
measures

Extended

Legend
Dry Hammock
368.4 acres

DR

AF

T

• Suppress fires and/or limit wildlife spread within the
unit by using sub-unit boundaries and fire control lines
• For fire-damaged or other canopy loss areas (i.e.
laurel wilt), evaluate needs for canopy species reintroductions
• Continue to reduce fuel loads through mechanical
means as the fuel-load monitoring program indicates
increased fire risk
• Chop, bush-hog or otherwise reduce fuel loads when
the monitoring program indicates fuel loads are
sufficient for increased fire risk
• Identify enhancement opportunities for wetlands

Draft 11/22/10
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FIGURE 8
EXISTING AND PROPOSED
RECREATION TRAILS
Legend
Proposed Unpaved Trail or Fire Line
Proposed Firebreaks
Existing Paved Trail
Proposed Paved Trail
Proposed Unpaved/Stabilized Trail
Existing Equestrian Trail
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Project Area

Conservation Plan
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MANAGEMENT UNIT #3
COASTAL MARSH

Cedar – Live Oak – Cabbage Palmetto Marsh Hammock
South Atlantic Coastal Shell Midden Woodland
Coastal Salt Shrub Thicket
Sand Cordgrass – (Saltmeadow Cordgrass) Tidal
Herbaceous Alliance

Ecological and Physical Influences
This unit is comprised of broad areas of salt marsh flats as
well as smaller fingers of salt marsh that occur adjacent to
tidal creeks and extend interior into the island. The shell
midden and salt shrub thicket vegetation types occur as
islands within the greater salt marsh context and have
been included in this unit. Ecological, physical, and
aesthetic influences for this unit include:

2. Evaluate opportunities for restoration of
the historic channel in the salt marsh in
the southern portion of the island
3. Evaluate opportunities to restore or
enhance salt marsh habitats through
improved tidal flow and hydrologic
patterns in historically impounded areas
4. Evaluate existing culvert locations/size
for compatibility with historical tidal flow
patterns; consider converting culverts to
bridge spans

5. Explore trail improvements that can
enhance/restore hydrology

T

• Tides - The extent and duration of daily tidal inundation
are significant influences on vegetation zonation.

1. Minimize or remediate new point-source
freshwater inputs to salt marshes

A

•
•
•
•

Management Priorities

#1

Represented Communities
This unit occurs in the western half of the island, and
is comprised primarily of salt marsh systems, including
creeks and ecotones, associated with the Central Atlantic
Coastal Plain Salt and Brackish Tidal Marsh vegetation
community. Additional small scale vegetation communities
in this management unit include:

AF

• Periodic Storms – Inundation, salt spray, and wind
changes from storms, including tropical storms, can alter
structure and diversity of these systems.

DR

• Salinity – Salinity levels driven by differential evaporation
rates and/or freshwater inputs influence vegetation
structure and diversity.
• Inundation Depth – The depths and duration of
inundation have significant influence on the community
types within the salt marsh
• Flow Constrictions – Physical impediments to water
movement provided by structures, roads, fallen
trees, or other features can result in altered salinity
and inundation levels, thereby affecting vegetation
composition.
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Actions
Initial

#1

A

• Establish a program to evaluate and document
new and existing freshwater discharge locations for
potential effects on salinity levels and inundation
regimes to limit adverse inputs
• Evaluate enhancement/restoration opportunities for
historically impounded salt marsh areas
• Identify creek channels that have been altered by
channelization, fill, or other activity and map historical
creek channel locations based on historical aerial
photography (if available)
• Establish a fuel-load monitoring program within the
salt shrub thicket to determine need for mechanical
fuel reduction measures

Extended

Legend
Coastal Marsh
1,890.0 acres

DR

AF
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• Incorporate location and sizing requirements for
freshwater discharge points into the master plan and/
or landscape guidelines
• Enhance, re-route, or remove existing freshwater
discharge points to restore historical salinity levels
• Enhance/restore impounded salt marshes as funding
becomes available or through mitigation projects
• Restore/enhance creek channels to allow for improved
tidal fluctuation within interior salt marshes
• Identify and implement trail improvements through
bridging, culvert improvements, or other mechanism
for the north/south trail along the margins of salt
marshes in the northern portion of the island
• Suppress fires and/or limit wildfire spread within the
salt shrub thicket by using sub-unit boundaries and fire
control lines

Draft 11/22/10
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MANAGEMENT UNIT #4
UPLAND FOREST

Dry Live Oak Hammock
Southeastern Florida Maritime Hammock
Tidal Hardwood Swamp Forest
(Southern Blackberry, Southern Dewberry) Shrubland
Alliance
• Sawgrass Head
• Sweetbay – Swampbay Saturated Forest Alliance
• Urban/Developed (water towers)

AF

T

Ecological and Physical Influences
This unit is comprised of large blocks of forested systems
(both upland and wetland) in the northern area of the
island. Although portions of this unit were used for
agriculture in the late 1700s and mid 1800s, canopy
species and structure have re-established and reflect
historical conditions (closed canopy, pine with mixed
oak dominance). Large portions of this unit exhibit
fire-dependent or fire-resistant plant species that are
suggestive of relatively frequent fire in the historical past.
Small pockets of urban uses, primarily consisting of water
tower and/or well locations, have been included within the
unit. Ecological, physical, and aesthetic influences for this
unit include:

DR

• Characteristic Canopy – The existing canopy provides a
characteristic look for the island.
• Fire Fuel Loads – Fuel loads within the majority of the
unit pose a risk for catastrophic fire that would radically
alter the canopy structure and aesthetic contribution of
this community

1. Create management units and subunits that preclude the wholesale
spread of destructive fire and/or provide
opportunities for small scale application
of/protection from fire
2. Sustain canopy diversity and age
distribution
3. Sustain large assemblages of forest
types to minimize edge effects

A

•
•
•
•

Management Priorities

4. Incorporate the trail network as part of
fire control features

#1

Represented Communities
This unit occurs in the northern third of the island and
is primarily comprised of two vegetation communities:
Maritime Slash Pine Upland Flatwoods and Maritime
Live Oak Hammock. Additional small scale vegetation
communities within the matrix provided by these forested
upland communities include:

5. Maintain appropriate firebreaks
adjacent to residential or commercial
development
6. Maintain wetlands in an existing or
improved condition
7. Allow hiking and biking in uplands and
limit or control recreation in wetlands
8. Evaluate methods to reduce effects of
laurel wilt fungus
9. Allow/prescribe fire in herbaceous/shrub
wetlands
10. Transition interior urban/developed land
uses to natural communities

• Salt Spray – This affects diversity and vegetation form in
portions of the unit near coastal creeks and beaches
• Hydrological Alterations – Wetlands within the unit have
been affected by regional groundwater alterations and/or
alterations to surface water flows
• Invasive Fungal Species – Laurel wilt has begun to alter
the composition of the understory shrub/sub-canopy
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Actions
Initial

T
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A

• Establish sub-units based on roads, natural features,
and trails to use for control features in the event of
a wildfire (see Figure 8), while allowing fire to occur
across ecotone and vegetation community boundaries
if it does occur
• Maintain and/or refurbish fire control lines along subunit boundaries other than paved roadways, especially
in areas adjacent to residential and/or commercial land
uses
• Establish a hydrological monitoring program for
wetlands within the unit
• Conduct prescribed burns and/or chop, bush-hog, or
otherwise reduce fuel loads within the pine dominated
communities
• Establish a fuel-load monitoring program to identify
areas that will require prescribed fire and/or
mechanical fuel reduction measures
• Identify restoration/enhancement opportunities for
urban land uses occurring within the unit

AF

Extended

Legend
Upland Forest
1,067.1 acres

DR

• Conduct prescribed fires and/or control wildfire within
the unit by using sub-unit boundaries and fire control
lines
• For fire-damaged or other canopy loss areas (i.e.
laurel wilt), evaluate needs for canopy species reintroductions
• Explore research opportunities to address laurel wilt
invasion and/or develop and return wilt-resistant bay
trees to the landscape
• Continue to reduce fuel loads through prescribed fire
and mechanical means as the fuel-load monitoring
program indicates increased wildfire risk
• Identify and implement enhancement opportunities for
wetlands
• Implement restoration/enhancement activities for
urban land uses in unit
• Create a plan for the transition of residential land uses
within the unit; restore these properties to upland
forest communities

Draft 11/22/10
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MANAGEMENT UNIT #5
GOLF COURSE

T

AF

• Characteristic Canopy – The existing canopy provides a
characteristic look for the golf course and a recognizable
aesthetic for the island;

2. Identify hydrological alterations,
including groundwater impacts, and
evaluate opportunities for wetland
enhancement
3. Reduce fuel loads or create
management units that preclude the
wholesale spread of destructive fire
within forested areas
4. Maintain a natural resource-compatible
integrated pest management and
maintenance program for golf course
operations
5. Evaluate effectiveness of current
stormwater treatment facilities and
identify opportunities to enhance
stormwater quality, quantity, and
hydroperiod

DR

• Fire and Fuel Loads – Fuel loads within the majority
of the unit pose a risk for catastrophic fire that would
radically alter the canopy structure

1. Identify opportunities for ecological
restoration of disturbed habitats that
contribute to long-term ecological health
of the island

A

Ecological and Physical Influences
The forested systems interspersed within the maintained
fairways, roughs, greens, tees, and stormwater systems
of the golf courses provide a mosaic of habitat types and
conditions in the central portion of the island. Many of the
forested systems exhibit significant fuel loads, which can
pose increased risk for wildfire that would radically change
the composition, structure, and aesthetic of these systems.
Canals and other water alterations within the golf courses
have changed hydrological patterns within the central
portion of the island and may be affecting the hydrological
regimes of adjacent wetlands. Ecological and aesthetic
influences for this unit include:

Management Priorities

#1

Represented Communities
This unit occurs in the central third of the island and
is comprised primarily of the golf facilities associated
with the four golf courses on Jekyll Island. These golf
courses are mapped as Urban/Developed land use
type. Naturally vegetated forested systems occur in
small patches throughout the golf courses as do ponds
and streams associated with the drainage infrastructure.
The management unit includes a small aggregation of
natural vegetated uplands comprised of Maritime Live Oak
Hammock and/or Maritime Slash Pine Upland Flatwoods.

• Hydrological Alterations – Canals and ponds have
reconfigured how water flows through the unit and
across the island
• Water Quality – Maintenance practices and stormwater
treatment ponds affect water quality leaving the unit into
adjacent wetlands
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Actions
Initial

#1

A

• Chop, bush-hog, or otherwise reduce fuel loads within
pine dominated communities
• Establish a fuel-load monitoring program to identify
areas that will require prescribed fire and/or
mechanical fuel reduction measures
• Continue to seek certification from Audubon
International in the categories of Environmental
Planning, Water Conservation and Wildlife Habitat for
all four golf courses
• Establish a monitoring program for discharges from
the stormwater system
• Evaluate opportunities to reduce irrigation needs and
increase use of recaptured and reclaimed water when
irrigation is needed.

Extended

Legend
Golf Course
932.4 acres
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• Implement ecological restoration projects through
budgeted funding, mitigation opportunities, or
volunteer projects
• For fire-damaged or other canopy loss areas (i.e.
laurel wilt), evaluate needs for canopy species reintroductions
• Continue to reduce fuel loads through mechanical
means as the fuel-load monitoring program indicates
increased fire risk
• Implement management actions required by the golf
course certification process
• Identify and implement improvements to the
stormwater system to enhance water quality, timing,
and discharge rates into offsite wetlands
• Where applicable, convert landscape to native species
that complement the conservation goals of adjacent
natural lands
• Implement irrigation reduction measures and
recapture/re-use water approaches

Draft 11/22/10
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MANAGEMENT UNIT #6
URBAN/PARK

T

AF

• Vegetation Alterations – These effects may include
introduction of exotic species, creation of wind gaps
that introduce salt or sand movement inland, crossing
locations that result in increase human impacts, and
hydrological alteration.

1. Implement ecological restoration
of disturbed/altered systems that
contribute to long-term ecological health
of the island
2. Reduce fuel loads to minimize potential
impacts to native forests and property
3. Sustain canopy diversity and age
distribution
4. Restrict the introduction of exotic
species within urban landscapes

A

Ecological and Physical Influences
Although the various development land uses are the most
visible component of this unit, small areas of naturally
vegetated communities, altered yet undeveloped uplands,
and landscape elements like canopy trees contribute
to the ecological function of the island. Protection and
management of these smaller scale natural features can
buffer conservation lands and maintain habitat or structural
connectivity between habitat patches. Building practices,
landscape practices, and operations can also reach
beyond the margins of the development use and promote
or indirectly affect particular functions in natural areas.
Ecological, physical, and aesthetic influences for this unit
include:

Management Priorities

5. Encourage recreational uses

#1

Represented Communities
This unit occurs throughout the island and is comprised
of the non-golf course portions of the Urban/Developed
communities, including residential lots, educational
facilities, parks and open space, the Jekyll Island Club,
commercial land uses, and roads. Small areas of naturally
vegetated forested uplands occur within this unit on the
margins of some residential and commercial areas, while
disturbed or altered undeveloped (or previously developed)
lands are also included.

6. Minimize fragmentation of natural
habitats by future development
7. Evaluate the operations of culverts
and drainage features and seek
opportunities for hydrological
enhancement of freshwater and coastal
wetlands

DR

• Water Quality and Flow – Water quality and salinity of
wetlands (both freshwater and tidal) can be affected by
direct inputs of stormwater discharge, constrictions to
water movement such as berms, control structures, or
culvert constrictions, and inundation patterns that are
different from historical conditions because of timing,
temperature, or nutrients.
• Integration to Overall Island Practices – Management
priorities and actions for this unit require significant
coordination with other practices and regulations on
the island, such as the Master Plan, Environmental
Assessment Procedure (EAP), landscape guidelines,
and review committees.
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Actions
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• Sustain or enhance fire control lines along unit
boundaries
• Establish a fuel-load monitoring program to identify
areas that will require mechanical fuel reduction
measures
• Implement and enforce a policy to preclude the
introduction of exotic species within the landscape and
remove existing exotic species
• Update database and mapping of all freshwater
discharge locations (i.e. location, , amount of
discharge) into the salt marshes and all structures
(i.e. size, installation time period, effect on tidal flow
patterns) that affect or transport tidal flow

Extended

Legend
Urban/Park
898.3 acres
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• Evaluate all development proposals using the EAP
• Update the restoration opportunity database as new
disturbances occur and/or as restoration projects are
completed.
• Implement buffers for Special Protection Areas
identified in the EAP when designing and constructing
development/re-development projects
• For fire-damaged or other canopy loss areas (i.e.
laurel wilt), evaluate needs for canopy species reintroductions
• Continue to reduce fuel loads through mechanical
means as the fuel-load monitoring program indicates
increased fire risk
• Implement enhancements to culverts and control
structures to remove impediments to natural tidal
fluctuations in wetlands adjacent to the unit
• Evaluate removal of development land uses as leases
expire from parcels that affect land management
practices of larger blocks of natural resources (i.e.
remove development “outparcels” inside of other
natural resource units)
• Implement lighting and noise pollution remediation
actions for properties adjacent to natural resource
areas
• Implement stormwater quality protection and/or retrofit
measures in land development codes for the island

Draft 11/22/10
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